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We are pleased to present to you a well co-ordinated range of
equipment, portable equipment and products designed by
experts, built by Specialists and used by true Professionals
worldwide.

Carlton Professional equipment is renowned for its high quality,
durability and exceptional value. Used by Spas and Beauty
Therapists for many years it offers service you have the right
to expect.

We, at the Carlton Group, take pride in having been regularly
chosen by Local Authorities, Colleges of Further Education and
by virtually all Beauty Schools requiring updated or additional
equipment or furniture. We also pride ourselves on the service
we deliver to our clients remembering that they always have a
choice, so we look forward to assisting you with your
professional requirements.

Considerable care has been taken to ensure an accurate
description in this brochure, but we reserve the right to change
the specification of any item without prior notice. Please also
note that sizes and colours may vary. For more information,
please visit our website www.thecarltongroup.co.uk or contact
our sales office staff who will be delighted to help you.
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Angela Barbagelata
Chairman
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With an all aluminium frame we have ensured
that this couch is light to carry, easy to
assemble, yet remarkably rigid for all
treatments including full body massage. The
adjustable back support has a sturdy single bar
locking system and an integral breathe hole
complete with upholstered plug. The frame is
protected with a white electro-static powder
coating and the top is sumptuously upholstered
and covered with white reinforced vinyl. Each leg
is secured by a lockable stay. Comes complete
with a heavy duty and durable nylon carry bag
with an "easy to carry" shoulder strap.

SIZE: 1830 x 610 x 730mm
WEIGHT: 17.8kg

Portable Couch

Magnifying Lamp

CC 950

A professional folding magnifying lamp having a
3 diopter lens surrounded by a 22 watt circoline
bulb transformed to reduce heat output and
produce a cool white light. For client comfort
an anti-glare shield of translucent plastic is
fitted around the lamp.
Supplied complete with a clamp and extension
arm designed to fit directly on to the frame of
your portable couch.
White, Chrome as standard.
Other colours special order.
Also available with a 5 diopter lens
REACH: 1200mm.
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CC 100/LFAC

Portable Trolley
Two tier trolley. An attractive and practical
trolley with large easy to steer castors.
Ideal for the mobile therapist or as an additional
trolley for salon use. Unfolds, ready for use in
seconds. White metal frame work and shelves.
Can accept up to 30kg.

OPEN: 680 x 400 x 720mm
FOLDED: 680 x 90 x 980mm
WEIGHT: 6.2kg

CC 922
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A solid state epilation unit utilising the latest
technological advances in fully transistorised
printed circuitry. After intensive research
and development a system has been devised
to operate at a specific frequency which will
ensure excellent results with minimum
trauma to the client.
The compact, attractive vanity case has
spring clips fitted within the lid recess to
store the switched needle holder and Swiss
‘H’ forceps that are provided with the unit.
The front compartment has been
constructed to hold several boxes of
disposable needles together with the mains
lead and moulded plug.
The fascia panel is fitted with a mains
ON/OFF switch, a shock resistant fuse
carrier, an outlet socket to connect the
needle holder and an intensity control
coupled to a visual indicator lamp.

SIZE: 350 x 250 x 130mm
WEIGHT: 3.2kg

Portable Epilation Portable Faradic

CC 2345/E

This portable muscle exerciser uses the most
modern transistorised circuitry with four
outlets feeding eight conductive rubber
electrodes through specially manufactured
flat connecting leads. Each of these pairs of
3” electrodes has its own individual intensity
control and operates totally independently.
To simplify operation the faradic muscle
exerciser has a suitable frequency and pulse
width pre-set in the factory during
production.

In accordance with the current safety
recommendations and to ensure that your
client experiences no discomfort this unit
incorporates a reset button which prevents
its use unless all intensity controls have been
set to zero prior to the commencement of a
treatment. A facial electrode is supplied with
the unit.

SIZE: 350 x 250 x 130mm
WEIGHT: 4.1kg

CC 2345/F
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This portable electronic high frequency unit
is ideal for the mobile therapist, the vanity
case having been constructed with spring
clips in the recess of the lid to hold and
protect the six electrodes that are supplied.

The sophisticated high frequency current
changes 200,000 times per second and the
electronic circuitry safety intensifies the
voltage up to 150,000 volts with only minimal
amperage. Because of this rapid oscillation
there are no muscular contractions and the
effect produced is either stimulating or
soothing dependant on the chosen method of
application.

CARLTON high frequency treatment is of
tremendous benefit, its primary action being
thermal, to produce heat. The current aids
the deeper penetration of products and has a
marked germicidal action on the skin.

The high frequency handle is of particular
importance. The CARLTON handle is
manufactured from material with a very high
level of insulation to stop the current being
transferred through to the therapist during
a treatment.

SIZE: 350 x 250 x 130mm
WEIGHT: 3.1kg

Portable High
Frequency

Portable
HF Galvanic

CC 2345/HF

The most popular combination available in a
portable vanity case. The two functions of
high frequency and galvanic treatment are
contained in one compact unit that is supplied
complete with full accessories for facial
therapy treatment.

The MINIDERM has an electronic quartz
minute timer to assist the therapist in
planning her facial treatment programme.
Each of the functions is controlled
individually, and the fascia panel incorporates
a liquid crystal display to monitor the output
of galvanic current together with a polarity
changeover switch.

Each unit is supplied complete with four glass
high frequency electrodes, a galvanic
desincrustor, mini-ball and indifferent
electrode with sponge cover. To complete the
accessory set is a pair of stainless steel
galvanic rollers with nylon bushes and a
separate link lead to connect them to the
output from the unit.

To avoid confusion, the polarity changeover switch
relates to the polarity of the black lead feeding
the accessories, for example if the polarity
switch is set to negative then any accessory
connected to the black lead is negative.

SIZE: 350 x 250 x 130mm
WEIGHT: 4.2kg

CC 2345/MD
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Portable
Ultra Visage

Ultra Visage is now available in a portable
vanity case. This microcurrent unit combines
both galvanic with facial contour lifting for
the optimum result. It is a low frequency
mains operated electronic unit using pre-set
timed variable wave forms.

Ultra Visage offers facial and body contour
lifting by re-programming the muscle fibres,
reducing and smoothing the fine lines and
wrinkles on the neck. Sagging breasts and
upper arms will improve immensely along with
skin tone and texture.

1 Set of products
1 Packet disposable sponges
1 Video CD

SIZE: 350 X 250 X 130mm
WEIGHT: 3.6kg

CC 2345/UV

ChromaSolo

Used in combination with other treatments or
separately, the Colour Therapy treatment
stimulates the skin’s cells to facilitate change.
The inclusion of four colours (Red, Green, Blue
and Yellow) using LED lights and set at specific
wavelengths offers awide range of benefits. For
example, Green cools and reduces redness, Blue
reduces swelling and offers anti-bacterial
effects for the treatment of acne, Red
rejuvenates and stimulates the lymphatic
system,whilstYellow tones andsmoothes the skin,
as well as promoting the production of collagen.

Four pulsed modes are also included which
allow the wavelengths to penetrate the skin
at different levels.

A highly versatile treatment, Colour Therapy
can be incorporated into any treatment from
dermabrasion to a massage.

SIZE: 100 x 165 x 55mm
WEIGHT: 525g

CC 2385
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This hand held, intra sound vibrator produces
mixed frequency sound waves which
penetrate up to 6cm into the body tissue and
by increasing circulation help the body heal
affected areas, quickly bringing relief from
pain. Used in the treatment of arthritis,
rheumatism, inflammation, circulation
disorders, bronchitis, migraine and for the
relief of nervous tension. Supplied with a 3
pin transformer plug together with two
applicator heads.

SIZE: 220 x 85 x 45mm
WEIGHT: 0.5kg

Audio Sonic Massage

Vibromator

Lymph Drainage

CC 208

The Vibromator produces vibrations on the
oscillation principle; that is it simultaneously
gives out both horizontal and vertical
vibrations. This action gives the Vibromator
unusual versatility yet easy application whilst
the two speed motor, for soft or firm
massage, makes it equally suitable for the
Beauty or Physio-therapist.

Supplied in a smart vanity box complete with
a smooth rubber pad, a bumpy rubber pad and
a plastic hyperaemia applicator.

SIZE: 355 x 130 x 125mm
WEIGHT: 2.2kg

PM 50

Research has shown the need for an auto -
matic facial massager to aid lymph drainage.
The Vibrolift can be used over gauze on the
face, or alternatively with your fingers
through the vibrating loop to achieve a
soothing hand massage.

SIZE: 280 x 45mm
WEIGHT: 400g

CC 383
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A facial electrotherapy unit for desincrus-
tation and iontophoresis treatments.
Electronic constant current ensures safe
operation at all times by limiting the
maximum output to the milliamp level that has
been set. This output is clearly displayed on a
digital read-out monitor. To avoid confusion
each of the leads is colour coded and polarity
is changed by a single switch that indicates
which lead is the negative pole. Classic Facial
Galvanic is supplied complete with stainless
steel accessories comprising an indifferent,
a desincrustor mushroom and a ball electrode
together with connecting leads. Roller
electrodes and link leads are available
separately.

SIZE: 235 x 125 x 65mm
WEIGHT: 2.1kg

An electronically generated high frequency
current, controlled by an infinitely variable
potentiometer. This allows the therapist to
vary the output from a gentle soothing level,
to a highly stimulating current, as required.
Classic High Frequency has a well insulated
H.F. handle and is supplied complete with
both large and small facial bulbs and a glass
saturator for indirect application.

SIZE: 235 x 125 x 65mm
WEIGHT: 2.1kg

HF 11

DC 06

High Frequency Facial Galvanic
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For tightening and improving muscle tone this
neat unit incorporates two 25mm facial
electrodes that may be detached from their
moulded rubber carrier and used
independently spaced when required and 4 x
3” pads for body work. Model FE10 has the
pulse width and frequency pre-set in the
factory and operator controlled relaxation,
contraction length and intensity options.
Client protection is provided by and integral
re-set safety circuit. Supplied complete with
non-tangle leads.

SIZE: 235 x 125 x 65mm
WEIGHT: 2.1kg

Literally a classic, this short wave diathermy
unit uses solid state technology to produce
very smooth current for user satisfaction
and client comfort. The unit has been
constructed for use with either footswitch
or finger switch needle holder which are
available to order.

Classic Epilation is adjusted by very
accurately calibrated intensity control on the
fascia panel and the current flow is
monitored by an orange indicator lamp. This
unit is very lightweight and strongly
recommended for the visiting practitioner.

SIZE: 235 x 125 x 65mm
WEIGHT: 2.0kg

RF 08

FE 10

Epilation Faradic
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Skin Care Plus

Microdermabrasion

A range of preparations formulated for the
care of skin in combination with GALVANIC
and HIGH FREQUENCY treatments.

GALVANIC
ELECTRO-LOTION
DESINCRUSTANT GEL
IONTO-GELS
IONTO-AMPOULES
MOISTURISING LOTION

HIGH FREQUENCY
OZO CREAM

CARLTON Professional technology and gentle
SKINCARE PLUS preparations enable high
frequency and galvanic treatments to
maximise the skin’s potential.

SKINCARE PLUS preparations are
particularly recommended for use with
ULTRADERM, LIFT PROFESSIONAL,
FACIAL GALVANIC, HIGH FREQUENCY
or ULTRAPRO COMPLEX MACHINE.

A comprehensive range of products to be used
with PEEL PROFESSIONAL and BABYPEEL
microdermabrasion machines.
PRE-PEEL LOTION
POST-PEEL LOTION
ENZYMATIC PEELING PASTE
OXYGEN MOISTURISER
EGF SERUM
EGF CREAM
RICH HYALURONIC SERUM
OPC REGENERATING CREAM
VITAMIN C CREAM GEL
CELL PROTECTING CREAM
SKIN REFINER
POST ABRASION SOOTHING GEL
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HOT WAX - Depilatory Wax – Original
formula with pure beeswax. Also available
with Azulene for use on a more sensitive skin.
Supplied in 1kg bags.

WARM HONEY - Depilatory Wax – For safe,
gentle removal of unwanted hair. Supplied in
tin 400ml.

CARTRIDGE ROLLER - Depilatory Wax –
three types of disposable cartridge waxes
ready for use. 100ml cartridge.

CLASSICNATURALHoneyWax – all skin types.
LIPO GREEN Titanium dioxide Wax – for
sensitive areas. Supplied with a small roller head.
GOLDEN PEARL Blue Ocean Wax – with
Titanium Dioxide and Mica for the more
delicate dry skin.

REKOCIL system was designed with your
client in mind so as to ensure ultimate client
comfort. This is achieved by using low levels
of amonia which means the product is
especially mild. REKOCIL is very lightly
perfumed thus avoiding the sensitisation
usually associated with higher concentrations
of fragrance.

REKOCIL comes in Black, Blue Black, and
Brown. Supplied in 20gm tubes. Recommended
for use with REKOCIL Special Developer and
Eye Shields.

CARLTON Professional needles are
manufactured with the latest state-of-the-art
equipment which has been installed in a
controlled ‘clean-shop’ and is operated by
highly trained technicians under the
supervision of skilled engineers with many
years of experience in the manufacture of
precision surgical instruments. The needles
are diamond drawn from austenitic stainless
steel, the steel used for hypodermic needles
and surgical instruments, then beautifully
finished with a specially developed final
polishing process. When the needle is inserted
into the shank it is crimped evenly on all three
sides to give maximum assurance that the two
pieces will not separate.

Eyelash Tint

Needles

Wax
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Naturalmoor therapeutic treatment system
has been designed by European therapists, and
is used in millions of applications each year.

Naturalmoor is an organo-mineralic-
herbaceous matter that contains beneficial
ingredients, which is found in central Europe
in the high moors of the Czech Republic.

Naturalmoor organic matter is packed into
porous sachets, it is indirectly heated using a
state-of-the-art stainless steel Water
Heater enabling the temperature to increase
to an optimum it is then applied to the client’s
body. The heat is evenly distributed releasing
the active ingredients to penetrate deeply,
thus allowing the muscles to fully relax
prior to the massage session. Pores dilate
allowing the penetration of the organic
mineral and herbaceous content, and allow the
sweat to carry its bacteria and toxins back to
the sachet.

Quite simply the Naturalmoor system is clean,
simple and effective designed to achieve a
treatment that is therapeutic, soothing and
relaxing, based on a 20 minute heat treatment
prior to massage, or just pure luxury during a
facial treatment. Adding revenue but no extra
time to the treatment.

COMPLETELY NATURAL
NO KNOWN SIDE EFFECTS
SIMPLE TO APPLY
ODOURLESS
PAINLESS
CLEAN
RELAXING, STIMULATING
ECOLOGICALLY FRIENDLY
BIODEGRADABLE
AFFORDABLE COURSE OF TREATMENT

Naturalmoor
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As a ready to use spray
it is convenient and
always to hand. With a
deodorizing action too
it keeps areas cleaner
for longer, giving total
peace of mind.

500ml spray bottle.

A simple, easy to use,
pump action mousse to
protect you and your
clients. Un-perfumed -
No alcohol. Totally
cleanses the hands and
forms a nano-scopic
film for long lasting
protection. Gives rapid,
long lasting protection.

600ml refillable bottle
with pump.

This indispensable hand
cleanser and protector
is also available in a
practical 1 Litre cont-
ainer with handle in
order to easily refill
the 600ml hand mousse
bottle.

These very strong
textured wipes are
designed for thorough,
effective cleaning of
contaminated yet deli-
cate surfaces. Non
scratch wipe with
Byotrol’s unique anti-
microbial formula.

Fragrance free. Alcohol
free. Approx: 75 wipes.

Active against a wide range of organisms,
bacteria, algae, fungi, viruses…

(Including MRSA, SARS, TB, HEPATITUS B,
HIV-1, E-COLI, LEGIONELLA AND LISTERIA),

Medical Standard

COLD STERILSAFE SOLUTION
This formula containing biocides and polymer sterilises in ten
minutes. The 1 Litre bottle of concentrate gives 40 weeks
supply. Active solution is 100% effective for fourteen days.
No Aldehydes
Non Odorous
Anti Rust Formula
Concentrate used 19 : 1
Convenient 1 Litre sterilising tray
Non expensive peace of mind

Non Hazardous
Non Staining
User Friendly

SterilsafeTM...
Totally New Technology

SterilsafeTM...The Complete System

SterilsafeTM

Spray
SterilsafeTM

Hand Mousse
SterilsafeTM SterilsafeTM

Surface Wipes
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TRAINING: At the Carlton Group our professionally qualified
staff have an ongoing commitment to offer training, support and
advice for all our equipment and products as a foundation for
future development.

TRAINING CENTRE: Our 3000 sq.ft fully fitted training centre
within the “Carlton Tower” enables the company to offer the
finest post-graduate training and Continual Professional
Development days, as well as courses on specific pieces of
equipment. The centre offers prestigious facilities for up to 10
therapists to receive theoretical and practical training on
specialised equipment in a professional yet relaxed atmosphere.
Colleges are invited to arrange visits for lecturers and students
to refresh and update their skills and information.

LUXURY SHOWROOM: Our luxurious showroom facilities have
been designed as a spa/salon with the client’s total comfort in
mind. The showroom is presented as a series of individually
stylised treatment rooms, each reflecting a different
atmosphere through colour scheme and type of treatment, to
offer the client a realistic environment in which to view, try out
and analyse the equipment in a hands-on experience.
Appointments are reserved to allow privacy and undivided
attention.

EXPORT: With over 60 years of experience, Carlton
Professional now exports to over 50 countries. The reputation
and service offered by Carlton is renowned throughout the
world. Used by many overseas Beauty Schools, Carlton
equipment is requested by new therapists as their choice of
equipment when opening their own salons. Supporting
international exhibitions and visiting distributors to enhance
their product knowledge and training contributes to increase
our clientele all over the world. The “Carlton Family” overseas
grows every day. Nowhere is too far and no job is too large or
small. The personal attention given is our strength.
Everyone is important …

DELIVERY: As a manufacturer, the majority of our items are
ex-stock, meaning our delivery service is prompt, efficient and
reliable. Over the years our experience has enabled us to offer
our clientele a high level of service and it is always our aim to
constantly maintain this by regularly updating our training and
systems. We never forget you have a choice …

WARRANTY: Because of the confidence we, at the Carlton
Group, have in our brand, we are very proud to offer a five year
guarantee on all Carlton Professional electrotherapy machines,
and two years on vapourisers and furniture. Should you ever
experience a problem, there is always someone to help and
advise you. Remember we are only a call away …

The Carlton Group
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Carlton House, Commerce Way, Lancing,
West Sussex BN15 8TA, UK

Phone: +44 (0) 1903 761100 • Fax: +44 (0) 1903 751111
E-mail: info@thecarltongroup.co.uk • Web: www.thecarltongroup.co.uk

For more information please visit
www.thecarltongroup.co.uk

For all UK orders and enquiries
Phone: 01903 761100 • Fax: 01903 751111


